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Good picture quality.

First Lady Jacqueline Kennedy's (JBK) visit to India emphasized the social and cultural aspects of the country. Her official party included Pamela Turnure and Angier Biddle Duke.

Shot List
0' - Academy #3
7' - Title frame Invitation to India
10' - Action start: panorama of New Delhi at sunrise. Shots of the inhabitants.
131' - Long shot of the arrival of JBK's plane
141' - Long shot of JBK debarking
150' - JBK and party (Turnure and A. B. Duke) greeted by Prime Minister Jawaharlal Nehru and Mrs. Indira Gandhi.
170' - Motorcade
200' - Nehru's residence, JBK and Nehru walk around the gardens.
208' - Medium shot of Nehru and JBK in the garden
212' - JBK visits a hospital
241' - JBK visits a bazaar with Mrs. Gandhi (?) or Mrs. Nehru (?)
269' - JBK at a fashion show of western dress, she receives a gift of clothes.
299' - JBK visits an art gallery
315' - Diplomatic affair
330' - JBK makes a statement at this party: long shot zoom to medium
410' - JBK rides an elephant
540' - JBK and dignitaries visit various spots of interest along the Ganges
728' - Shot in garden of Nehru's residence, Nehru and wife, JBK and A. B. Duke
735' - Diplomatic ball
771' - JBK places flowers at a memorial to Mahatma Gandhi
782' - End action